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Search in Companies Catalog
Once logged into your account, you're taken to the main page called 
Dashboard (Tablou de bord).
At the top right, you will find six sections, namely: ALERTS (ALERTE), COMPANIES (FIRME),
COURT FILES (DOSARE), SURVEILLANCE (MONITORIZARE), BLOG (BLOG) and your
name. To search for the desired company, go to COMPANIES (FIRME) button.

In the section COMPANIES (FIRME) you will find four action options: Search in Companies
Catalog, Search in Insolvency Procedural Bulletin, Search in Official Monitor Part IV of the
companies and Search Associates & Administrators.

Choose the option
: Search in catalog Companies.
In the search page, please enter the name or the CUI (Unique Identification Code) of the company that
you are interested in, then click on „Check company!”.

* Search is more accurate when is performed after CUI (Unique Identification Code). Write only the
numbers, without „RO”.

The company page will open.
Take the example of the company: FOTBAL CLUB PETROLUL SA.

This page will list all legal and financial data company FOTBAL CLUB PETROLUL SA, namely:
● Identification and activity
You will find data such as: name, CUI, registration number, Establishment and Scope of activity .
●

Contact information
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This section presents to you the company contact details, County, City, Address and Phone Number,
Fax.

● Workstations or company points
In this section will show the working points recorded by the company, CUI, website and address.
● Latest changes
This section is showing the latest changes or modifications recent made by the company.
● Associates and managers/persons in charge
This section presents the Associates and managers by a graphic form.

In the section Associates & Administrators, are presented two tables.
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In the first table
, you will find the owners or shareholders of the company, and managers or persons in
charge. The table displays the name, title, county and city.
Clicking on the name of an associate/administrator of the table, it opens a page that will show you the
person.
The second table 
shows the connections associates/directors of the company an the companies they
are involved. You will find the name, position within the company, county and city.
Also, if you click on the name, it will open a page where the person will be presented, but also its
links with other companies.
●

Official Gazette Part IV

This section counts all the companies that are mentioned in Official Monitor Part IV of the companies
of Romania, Part IV.
Information is presented in tabular form, where society is specified, the date on which occurred the
entry and Bulletin number.
Click on an entry to view its content.

●

The evolution of society

In this section you can find information such as fiscal value, net profit, net profit margin and number
of employees, in graphic form. The data are distributed each year in hand, between 2008 and 2014 .
●

Tax Status/VAT

The information presented will show you if the company is active or inactive in terms of taxation,
paying VAT or not and if is registered with the VAT collection or not.
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●

Court cases

The „court cases ” shows the total number of cases in which a company is part. You can sort files by
date of registration and modified data, according to the court which was recorded by accessing the
map courts, legal matters and date.
In the company's page you will find the file number, subject and state.
With a click on the file number, a new page opens, where you will have presented all details and
information in the file like parties, general informations and sessions.
●

Mentions in Procedural Insolvency Bulletin

In this section you will find the mentions of the company. You will find the number of buletins,
company, the date and title of the Bulletin. By clicking on the mention , it will open a new page where
you can read the entire content.

●

Financial section

This section presents the sheet of indicators balance and profit and loss tabular form. It is presented
from 2008 to 2014.
You will find the indicators balance as current assets, total current assets, inventories, receivables,
home and bank accounts, capital (equity capital paid, Heritage Administration, public property), costs
or expenses in advance, total liabilities, revenues in advance and provisions.
Profit and loss includes information such as: fiscal value net , total revenue, expenses, gross profit,
loss before tax, net profit and net loss. All this information is presented in intuitive table.

● Outstanding obligations (Debts)
In this section you can view the debts of the company:
1. OBLIGATIONS OF THE STATE BUDGET
2. OBLIGATIONS TO THE BUDGET FOR EMPLOYMENT INSURANCE
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3. OBLIGATIONS OF STATE SOCIAL INSURANCE BUDGET
4. OBLIGATIONS TO HEALTH INSURANCE BUDGET
If the company does not appear in the database obligations, will display the following message: „The
company not listed in the database obligations.” If the company has outstanding debts, they will be
specified in each section, but their value.
● AEGRM
Here you will see the mentions in the Electronic Archive of Securities Guarantess, the list of the
mentions and each entry individually.
Click on „Lista Înscrierilor” to see all the entries. You can click on each entry individually to view the
content.

Another options of Search COMPANIES Catalog
1. For any company verified, you can download a 
PDF business report
, where you will have all legal
and financial information, information that you can see on the company's page.
You can do this if you click on the gray box to the left of the page company. Here you have an
example.

Click on the 
„Download PDF report company” 
to take possession of it.
Wait a few moments, the report is generated and will be sent to your email adress.
After the email is sent, will appear this message: „The report was sent by email (the name of your
email address).
Meanwhile, in the left low side it will be showed the message that „The report was generated. Thank
you for your choice!”.
Download the report by clicking the box and it will open a new page with the business raport of the
company.
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2. The function of following COMPANIES
With a simple click on the „
FOLLOW company
” (Monitorizează firma) you will follow the company.

The following function of companies keeps you constantly informed, so:
●

you will receive SMS when the company is mentioned in the Insolvency
Bulletin;

●

you will receive E MAIL when the company is part of a case file;

●

you will receive E MAIL when the status of the company is changed;

●

you will receive E MAIL when the company is listed in the Official Monitor Part IV.

Procedure

Furthermore, by accessing the main page and then click on the button COMPANIES in the following
section, which you will find in the top left, you will have access to all the companies that you follow.
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It will open a page where you have all the companies that you added to follow.
You can sort them by name, file number, or ANAF debts or BPI mentions. Depending on the sort that
you desire, it will appear in the table.
There is a button to quickly sort them by name, in the right side of the page.
In the table companies that you have added at following, you have the option „Elimină de la
minitorizare” (Remove from following). With one click on this option, the company is removed from
the following function.

3. The function of purchasing a RECOM Report, simple or expanded
RECOM report presents the legal situation of the company according to official registration.
To download a report RECOM, simply or extended, please contact us.

4. The function purchasing a CIP report
The CIP report (Incident Payments) centralize the information specific to payment incidents like
holders with checks, bills of exchange and promissory notes.
To download a report CIP please contact us.
5. The alerts (news feed)
News feed can be accessed from the main bar, with a simple click on the 
„ALERTE” (Alerts).

In this section you can view all the notifications that the followed companies received.
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Enter company name in the search bar, choose the period from which notifications you want to view,
then choose a category of notifications and click 
„Actualizare” (Update).

Advanced Search Module
The search in Insovency Procedural Bulletin
Once logged into your account Termene.ro, you will be taken on the homepage called 
Dashboard
(Tablou de bord).
The top right of the page, you'll find six sections, namely: ALERTS (ALERTE), COMPANIES
(COMPANII), COURT FILES (DOSARE), BLOG and your name. Click the „COMPANIES” button
and choose „Search the Insolvency Procedural Bulletin.”
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The opened page contains filters that you can apply to your search, but also the latest mentions
published.
You can perform searches by „CUI's society”(Unique Identification Code)," or in „certain bulletins of
insolvency” (în anumite buletine de insolvență) or select the period.

If you know the number of the bulletin, you can apply a more advanced search by typing the number
and selecting the year of publication. Then click „Search” (Caută) button.

After entering the data, depending on the filter you choose to apply, you will have presented the
results. It can be one or more.
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To choose a reliable mention, you have „company name”, „title of the mention”, „number and the
date of bulletin” but also three buttons that will direct you to different pages .

By selecting the button 
„View mention” (Vizualizează mențiunea) 
you will be redirected to the
Bulletin page where you will find the complete content of the mention.
* For Insolvency Bulletins published since March 2016 we offer you the opportunity to print the
mention or save it in PDF format.
Pressing the „View all entries BPI” 
(Vezi toate mențiunile BPI) 
button, the page will open and you
will see all the mentions of the that company.
The button for „View details” 
(Vezi detalii firmă)
you will be redirected to the page society where, in
addition to the mentions in the Bulletin of Insolvency, you'll find information such as contact,
Viewpoints managers/associates and their connections with other companies, Mentions in Official
Mention for the companies part four, Facts about the evolution of society, the state Tax/VAT/VAT
collection, court cases, financial data, debts of the companies and AEGRM.

Search in the Official Gazette of Roumania Part IV
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After you sign in to your account, you will be redirected to the page called „ Dashboard” (Tablou de
bord).
In the upper right corner you will find 6 sections such as: Alerts (ALERTE), Companies (Firme),
Court files (Dosare), Surveillance (Monitorizări), Blog and your name. Click on „FIRME” and then
choose „Căutare în Monitorul Oficial Partea a IVa.”

In the page that appears you will find some filter that you can apply when searching for information,
but also the latest published mentions.
You can search by the unique registration code, by the name of the company or by the name of a
person. In the right side you can select the publication date of the mention you are interested in.

If you know the number of the bulletin you can search by his number or by the year when it was
published. Then click „Caută.”

Clicking the button 
„Vizualizează mențiune”
you will be redirected to the page where you can read
the content of the mention.
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* For the mentions published in the Official Gazette starting with March 2016, you have the posibility
to print the mention or to save it in PDF format.

Clicking „
Vezi toate mențiunile
” you will open the page where you can see all the mentions
published for the company you searched for.

Search in Associates & Administrators
Once logged into your account Termene.ro, you will be taken on the homepage called 
Dashboard
(Tablou de bord).
The top right of the page, you'll find six sections, namely: ALERTS (ALERTE), COMPANIES
(COMPANII), COURT FILES (DOSARE), BLOG and your name. Click the „COMPANIES” button
and choose „Search in Associates & Administrators.”

In the opened page, you can apply to your search .
You can perform searches by „name”, „Date of birth ( DD.MM.YYYY )” , „County or City home”,
„Company”.
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You can choose to complete one or more of the search boxes and according to the data you write we
will present to you the corresponding results .
If you just completed a person's name, the platform will display the results of all individuals in
Romania with that name.
To choose the right data, in the right of every person you will se: „Birthday”, „Address”, „shareholder
to ...”, „Administrator at .. ” and the button „View the person” (Vizualizează persoana).
Once you have chosen, click on the blue button „View the person” (Vizualizează persoana).

In the opened page, after pressing the button you will find:
the name, address and date of birth of the person;

And the table with companies in which it is a shareholder/associate or administrator;
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* The green dot indicates the status of operation(company is active) and red dot indicates the
inactivity of the company.
* For easier use, you can click on a company name in the table and you'll be directed to page the
company.

Court Files Catalog
After you sign in to your account, you will be redirected to the page called „ Dashboard” (Tablou de
bord).
In the upper right corner you will find 6 sections such as: Alerts (ALERTE), Companies (Firme),
Court files (Dosare), Surveillance (Monitorizări), Blog and your name.

To search for the court file you are interested in clik on „Monitorizări” and you will immediately be
redirected to the page where you can search for court files.

Write in the search bar the unique number of the specific file. Let's take as an exemple the file
1016/105/2015.
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After your search results appeared, click on the right file number to view its details. You will be
redirected to the page wich contains file's details, such as:
I. Title
If you click the button „CLICK AICI PENTRU A SCHIMBA TITLUL” you can change the name of
the file. This option is very useful if you want to watch the evolution of a significant number of court
files.

II. General information
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

File's number
Court
Registration date
Section
Matter
Object
Stage
Last change

III. File's parties

Click on one of the parties you can see more details about it.
If on of the parties is a company, you will be redirected to the page wich contains more detaails about
the company. If the other one is an individual, you are able to see al the other court files in wich the
individual is involved or to supervise it by clicking the button „Adaugă la monitorizare.”
In the same time you can acces additional information about the parties.
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IV. Court hearings

In this section you can see what the court established in a specific hearing.

Furthermore, the option „Notițe” (that you can access after you start following the file by activating
the option „monitorizare”). Click the button „Adaugă notiță” and will appear the box below.

Write in the box the important things and click the button „ Salvează” to save them.
Once you added your notes you can be sure that you will not miss important issues of the hearing.
V. Tasks
This option is available only after you start following the file.
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You can enter in this section important tasks that you have to acomplish in connection with the file.

To create a task click the button „Adaugă.”

After the box above appears you must complete all the fields. Our alerts system will remind you about
the task via sms or email.
You can choose to receive the alerts only via sms, only via email or via both options. After that, click
on „Adaugă sarcina” to save your task.
VI. Upload documents
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To upload important documents from the file you have to star follwing the file first, then you click the
button „Adaugă.”

In the box above click the button „Răsfoiește” to select from your computer the document you want to
upload. Take into consideration the three conditions below that also appear in the box.

After you have chosen the document click on „Adaugă documente” to complete the action.
For the documents you uploaded are available for you the following options:
●
●

Download
Delete

VII. File's History
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In this section you can see all file's hearings. If you click the button „Adaugă la Monitorizare” you
will start following that file's evolution.

Additional Menu
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You can find this menu in the left side of the page containing a file's details. Even if you scroll down
it will never disappear.
The menu contains the following options:
I. Alerts Settings

This option allows you to set the way you want to receive the alerts for the court file you follow. Click
on „Opțiuni notificări” and will appear the box below.

In this box you can chose how to receive the alerts, via sms or via email. Moreover, you can also
another person to receive the same alerts as you for the court file.
Click „Adaugă persoană” complete the fields that appear and select the way you want the person you
added to receive alerts. Then click on „Salvează modificări” to save your actions.
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II. Alerts for tasks

Click on
alerte” and
the box

„Sarcini cu
will appear
below.

Here you can see all the tasks you already added. You are able to mark them as complete, to edit or
delete them. You can also add new tasks.
How to add a task is already explained in 
Tasks
section.
III. Stamp tax calculator
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Click on „Calculator taxă de timbru” and will appear the box below.

Enter the value and the system will calculate the stamp tax.
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IV. Download PDF report

Click on the button „Descarcă raport PDF” to download the full report of the file.

When the message above appears, click on „Descarcă raport” to dowload the report. It will also be
sent on your email.
V. Send the information by email
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Click on „Trimite informațiile dosarului pe email” and will open the window below.

Complete all the fields and then click „Trimite email.” You will receive on your email adress all the
information about the file.
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Court files surveillance
If you want to follow the evolution of a court file you have to enable the surveillance option by
clicking the button „Adaugă acest dosar la monitorizare.” You can find this button on the page
containing file's details.

Once you start following a court file our system will alert you via sms or email whenever:
● a new hearing is established
● a solution is pronounced
● there is an appeal
● a file is reopened
Furthermore, you have access to all those functionalities mentioned in the chapter 
Court files
Catalogue
(notes, tasks, documents upload)
but also you will have acces to the 

Legal Calendar.

In the Legal Calendar you can see all the hearings the court established for the files you follow, but
also the tasks you added for every file. You can have a daily, weekly or mothly image of all these
information. The calendar can be found in the Dashboard right after you sign in.
You can also download the calendar by clicking the button „Descarcă calendar.”
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Then will appear the box below.

Here
can

you

select the format in wich you want to download the calendar, XLS or PDF and the period for wich you
want to see the hearings. Then click „Descarcă” to download the calendar.
It can also be integrated with any calendar application (Outlook, Google Calendar, other). Just click
the button „Integrare calendar.”

After that a link will appear.

You have to copy the link by clicking Copiază linkul” and paste it in the application you use.
If you click on „Descarcă calendar în format ics” will download in your computer a document you
have to copy in the application you use in order to have a complete image of that file's hearings,
available only for the moment you download the document.
If you click this icon
that you can find in
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upper left right next to
Termene.ro logo, it will appear the menu below.

Using this menu you will
you follow or you sent to
the companies you
following.

find easier all the files
the archive, but also all
searched or started

Click on the button „Dosare” and will appear to you all the files you are following. Then click on
„Sortează după” to sort the files by: Days left until the next hearing, Number, Matter or Court.
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If you click on „Firme monitorizate” you will see all the companies you follow.

If you follow many
opportunity to sort them

companies you have the
by Name and County.

To see all the companies
„Firme verificate.”

you searched for click on
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As in the case of the companies you follow you can also sort the companies you searched for by
Name and County.
If a case has been closed you can archive the file. Click on the button „Arhivă” to see all archived
files.
*This option is available only for closed cases.

It is easier to find archived
după” and sort them by
Court.

files if you click „Sortează
Title, Number, Matter or

If you want to see all the
click on the button „MONITORIZĂRI.”

files you are following

Then select „Dosare de instanță.”

You will be redirected to the page containing all the files you are following.
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You can look effectively for the file you need by using the following filters:
● Name
● Days left until the next hearings
● Number
● Matter
● Court
In this page you can also find some useful option, such as:
● Search for the file you need – write in the search bar the title of the file or the number.

●

Stop following a file – click on „Elimină de la monitorizare” if you want to stop following a
file.
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●

Archive a file – this option is available only for closed cases. To archive a file click on
„Arhivează dosar.”

Account settings
You can find the page 
Account settings 
(„Setări cont”) in the upper right corner after you click on
your name. In the menu that appears you can select more options such as:
● Assistance – here you can find all the answears about how the website works
● Prices – here you can find the types of membership we offer in order to access our services
● Activities – you can see every activity you did on the website
● Legal calendar
● Tasks
● Stamp tax calculator
32

●
●

Documents
Sign out

As the name of this page suggests 
Account settings
(„Setări cont”) you can do some setting according
to your preferences.
In this page you will find the following sections:
I. General information
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In this section you can change your account information. If you want to change your phone number or
email adress, when you add the new information you will receive a validation code via sms on the
new phone numberand via email on the new email adress.
Enter the code for the validation then click on „Salvează modificările” to save changes.
If you want to change the password click on „Schimbă parola.” Then it will appear the box below.
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Follow the steps described in the box then click „ Schimbă parola” to save your changes.
II. Account status
This section contains your license type and its availability, but also a complete image of all the actions
you did on the website.
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III. Alerts Settings

In the box abose you can set how to receive the alerts for court files.
Select the type of alerts you want to receive, how to receive them (sms or email), the what time you
want to receive the alerts.
Regarding in advanced alerts for the hearings you can set with how many days in advanced you want
to receive alerts, between 1 and 10 days.
After all settings are done click „Salvează modificările” to save your settings.
IV. Other people alerted
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Global alerted persons are those who receive alerts for all the court files you are following.

Click on „Adaugă” to add a person. It will appear the box below.

Enter the information of the person who is going to receive alerts, choose how to receive alerts (sms
or email) an click „Adaugă persoana” to save.

In the table above you can see all the persons you added as persons individually alerted, action that
you can do in the page containing a file's details. A person individually alerted will receive alerts only
for one specific court file you are following.
V. Invoices
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In this section you can see all the invoices sent to you with the posibilit of downloading them.
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